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Abstract: The terminology of the memetic refers to “meme”. The meme is a part of natural information of the 

individual population and this information can be transmitted among the individual of the population. The memetic 

algorithm (MA) uses the evolutionary concept based on the Genetic Algorithm (GA) and is combined with a local 

search feature. Thus, as in GA, MA employs the basic steps such as selection, crossover, and mutation with additional 

components a local search to improve the solution of candidates. The major challenge of this algorithm is how to 

develop a good local search operator that can do a good exploration of the entire population. Several methods have 

been proposed and we have studied several parallel methods implemented on MA (PMA) to increase the efficiency of 

processing time. The parallel method is included in cluster computing, and that is a part of high-performance 

computing systems. In this work, we proposed the two new models of the memetic algorithm that run in a high-
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performance computing system (HPCMA) environment by utilizing the multi-threads feature of processor, so-called 

HPCMA1 and HPCMA2 model, to process fingerprints image dataset. The result shows that the HPCMA1 model runs 

with high inconsistency data caused by its overlaps in the macro-process and to address the problem from the 

HPCMA1 model we use the HPCMA2 model. 

Keywords: memetic algorithm; genetic algorithm; parallel ma; high-performance computing ma. 

2010 AMS Subject Classification: 68W40. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A memetic algorithm (MA) is an algorithm that is based on the natural concept, biology, and 

genetic such as in genetic algorithm (GA). The terminology of the memetic refers to “meme” [1]. 

The meme is a part of the natural information of the individual population. In other words, MA 

has both characteristics of culture and evolution. This algorithm is the so-called Local search 

genetic algorithm or hybrid genetic algorithm [2]. MA is one of the new improvement areas of 

evolutionary measurement [3]. MA is a meta-heuristic method population-based consists of the 

evolutionary core with a set of the local search algorithm that works side by side with the 

evolutionary core to find the best solution [4]. The original evolutionary algorithm is not efficient 

in the combinatorial environment but the hybridization technique can be developed to improve 

runtime efficiency [5]. MA can solve several optimization problems with a high complexity such 

as assembly in industrial applications [6], vehicle routes [7], real-time scheduling [8], wireless 

sensor networks [9].  

The memetic algorithm (MA) uses the evolutionary concept based on the Genetic Algorithm (GA) 

and is combined with a local search feature. Thus, as in GA, MA employs the basic steps such as 

selection, crossover, and mutation with additional components a local search to improve the 

solution of candidates. A local search is performed on the environment of each newly created 

individual before being included in the population [10]. MA is also a synergy of the method that 

is based on the population within the separation of individual learning [11]. MA’s steps consist of 

an iterative process as described below [12]: 
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A. Population creation 

The initial population is created randomly consists of chromosomes without any duplication. 

B. Local search 

The local search process is performed to find better chromosomes. Every offspring participate 

in the search process to maintain quality. 

C. Fitness measurement 

Measuring process conducted to decide the good of bad chromosomes. 

D. Algorithm termination 

The algorithm will stop if the number of iteration is equal to the number defined before. 

E. Selection 

The selection process is performed to obtain the fittest species then included as the candidates 

of the crossover process. 

F. Crossover and mutation 

Crossover is a crossbreeding process between individuals that performed randomly to obtain 

new offspring. The mutation is a swap process of the old chromosomes with the new crossover 

and mutated chromosomes. 

G. Replacement 

The bad performance individual will be replaced to obtain the best solutions. 

MA has been implemented in various studies such as optimization, automatic programming, 

machine, and robotic programming, economic model optimization, immune system, ecology, 

genetic population, and social system interaction [13]. The memetic algorithm has also 

successfully optimized the control strategy parameter of the hybrid parallel electric vehicle [14]. 

The major challenge of MA is how to design a good local search operator to explore the large 

instances. However, in some cases, the ineffectiveness of exploration time still occurs, and due to 

this condition, the parallel computing model developed [15]. Below is the standard MA 

pseudocode: 
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Begin  

Initialize: Create an initial population randomly; 

Evaluate (population); 

bestIndividual=best(population); 

    While stopCriteria() not met do 

  newPopulation=Ø; 

  For j=1 to k do 

         select c1 and c2 from population; 

         {s1, s2}=crossover(c1, c2, Cc); 

         mutate(s1, s2); 

        localSearch(s1); 

                   localSearch(s2); 

                add s1 and s2 to population; 

  End For 

   population=newPopulation; 

    Evaluate (population);  

   bestIndividual=best(population); 

    End While 

End 

The Parallel Memetic Algorithm (PMA) is a modern parallel meta-heuristic class that combines 

the evolutionary algorithm, local search method, and parallel and distributed computing system. 

The goal is to obtain global optimization. The PMA generates a high-quality solution for large-

scale combinatorial optimization faster than the original genetic and memetic algorithm [16].  

The parallel technique is used to solve the bottleneck problem in the execution time of many meta-

heuristics [17].  The performance of MA is confirmed for the quality of the solution, runtime, 

speedup, and efficiency [10]. The memetic algorithm is an algorithm that does not depend on the 

framework thus for each case will have a different treat in this algorithm [18].  

High-Performance Computing (HPC) is a computer system that can process lots of data very fast, 

effectively, and efficiently. There are two methods to get high performance on the computer, firstly 

is make fast processors and secondly is make a parallel system with multi-processors. 

Recently, semiconductor technology is almost reaching its lithography limit, the processor makers 

have to reduce some electronic components that make their processors are smaller with the shorter 

signals and this first method is not recommended because the product quality will decrease. 

Therefore, the most possible method is to make a parallel computation system [19]. The parallel 
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computing system belongs to the cluster computer, and it is one of the High-Performance 

Computation (HPC) techniques, the others are super-computer, grid, and cloud computing [20]. 

 

2. RELATED WORKS 

There are several types of research conducted to develop parallel MA (PMA). Mirsoleimani et.al 

[17] have proposed and implemented PMA on the Graphics Processing Unit (GPU). The proposed 

algorithm has been used to solve the task scheduling problems for heterogeneous multi-processing 

systems. This proposed PMA can increase the speeds up to 696x compared to the sequential 

method. Tang et.al [21] have proposed the island model parallel MA with dynamic local search 

(PMA-DLS), to control the local search frequency in PMA then the results compared to parallel 

with static local search (PMA-SLS). There are three advantages of PMA-DLS compared to PMA-

SLS. First, the number of individuals for local searches is adaptive to the online fluctuation of 

diversity. Secondly, local search frequency is adjusted by PMA-DLS. Thirdly, PMA-DLS 

characteristics decide the frequency of applying local search. Armstrong et.al [10] have 

investigated circuit partitioning using PMA. The investigation has been done on the six parallel 

memetic algorithms and each uses a global shared-memory for information exchange then 

exploiting the multiple cores to reduce runtime. Blocho and Czech [22] have proposed PMA to 

solve the NP-hard vehicle routing problem with time windows (VRPTW). Their purpose is to 

design a PMA that can determine the highest quality solution of VRPTW. The process starts with 

the heuristic or hybrid algorithm of a GA with local refinement procedures. Process co-operate 

periodically to improve the results. Chyu and Chang [23] have proposed a competitive evolution 

strategy memetic algorithm (CESMA) to solve unrelated parallel machine scheduling. In the 

beginning, this method applied an efficient archive memetic algorithm (EAMA) and an ineffective 

archive memetic algorithm (IAMA) to produce the next high-quality offspring and with this good 

new offspring, CESMA has more opportunities to find quality solutions. Ding et.al [18] have 

proposed a hybrid memetic algorithm (HMA) to solve the machine scheduling problem. They 

make this method more efficient with a divide-and-conquer- based local search feature as recursive 

operator to solve the sub-problems, a compound neighborhood that combines insert and swap with 

the aim and generate search tracks to improve the solution quality, the recombination operator to 
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generate a solution and maintain the population diversity by adopting the quality and distance-

based population updating strategy. The experiment results show HMA can achieve a 100% 

success rate. Mendes et.al [2] have used PMA to solve the gene ordering problem in microarray 

by focuses on the efficiency of parallelization and the result shows that good speedup has been 

obtained with sustainable quality improvement of the solution. Nalepa and Blocho [24] have 

solved the Pickup and Delivery Problem with time windows (PDPTW) with PMA. Cheng and Gen 

[25] have implemented MA to solve machine scheduling problems. There are two important 

problems to be solved, the first is the partition of work among the machines and the second is the 

order of works on each machine. The permutation code schema is proposed as a representation and 

the crossover and mutation operators are defined to adjust the partition and permutation of works. 

Results show that MA is a promising method to solve machine scheduling problems. 

 

3. RESEARCH METHOD 

In this work, we propose two models based on High-performance computation using the memetic 

algorithm (HPCMA) to process image fingerprints data, the so-called HPCMA1 model, and 

HPCMA2 model.  

A. HPCMA1 MODEL 

Figure 1 is the HPCMA1 model process. The Blue signs are the macro processes of the 

algorithm and the red signs are the micro-processes of the algorithm.  

 

Figure 1. HPCMA1 Model Process 
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Based on Figure 1, the HPCMA1 model processes are divided into 4 macro processes as described 

below: 

1. The first macro process is data reading and conversion. 

Image fingerprint data are converted to an array and binary code. Firstly the algorithm reads the 

folder and sub-folder that contain fingerprint image data then saved it to the data class. The 

conversion process is run in HPC mode. The process then saves the binary data to the database 

server, and if the conversion is finished process will be continued to the second macro process. 

2. The second macro process is the selection or elitism process, using 2% of the population. 

In this macro process, we decide elitism data with a 2% data sample of total binary data. Note 

that we can change the amount of sample as we need. This is a random process in HPC mode to 

generate the parent candidates, then save the selected candidates to the database server. The 

algorithm will ensure that this selection process is finished before continuing to the third macro 

process. 

3. The third macro process is crossover.  

This is a crossbreeding process to obtain the new offspring. The algorithm selects parent 

candidates from the previous process then mutates each other. This process runs in HPC mode 

then saves all new offspring to the database server and if this process is finished the process will 

be continued to the last macro process. 

4. The fourth macro process is mutation.  

In this macro process, the algorithm mutates several bytes of binary data from the crossover to 

obtain new offspring. Mutate all the candidates by exchanging the byte from binary data to obtain 

the new offspring in HPC mode then save all the newest offspring to the database server, if the 

mutation process is finished algorithm will end, and if not mutation process will be repeated. 

Figure 2 below is the flowchart of the HPCMA1 model. 
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Figure 2. HCPMA1 model Flowchart 
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Figure 3. HPCMA2 model Process 

B. HPCMA2 MODEL 

Figure 3 below is the HPCMA2 model process. The blue signs are macro processes of the 

algorithm and the red signs are micro-processes of the algorithm.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Based on figure 3, HPCMA2 model processes are divided into several macro and micro 

processes, and those are described below: 

The first macro process is to convert image data fingerprint to binary code. It consists of several 

steps as follow: 

1. Read the folder and sub-folder that contain fingerprint image data then saved it to the data 

class. 

2. Measure the number of created data classes, it refers to the amount of data. 

3. The conversion process from image to array string in HPC mode. 

4. The conversion process from array string to binary code in HPC mode. 

5. Save the binary data to the database server. 

6. Make sure that all conversion processes are well done. If there are any unprocessed data, the 

step will be looped to number 3. 
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7. Retrieve all converted fingerprint data. 

8. Measuring the amount of processed data then compared to the amount of all image fingerprint 

data. If it equals all data we can go to the next step, the second macro process, and if not then 

we will wait for all processes to finish. 

The second macro process is the selection or elitism process. We use 2% of the population to 

obtain the fittest parents candidate. 

9. Decide elitism data with a 2% data sample of total binary data. We can change the number of 

samples we need. 

10. We will know the amount of elitism data after we finish process number 9. 

11. Then with those data, we will select parents candidates randomly in HPC mode. 

12. Save the selected data from the elitism process to the database server. 

13. If it all well done we can go to the next step and if not the process will be repeated to process 

number 11. 

14. Retrieve the selected data. 

15. Then if the elitism process is finished, measure the number of processed data then compared 

to the number of elitism defined before, if it does not equal, wait until all the process finishes. 

The third macro process is crossover. Crossbreeding process to obtain the new offspring. 

16. Select the parent candidates from the previous process. We divide to parent x and parent y 

with the same number of data. 

17. Multiplying parent x and parent y then we know the number of possible crossbreeds that can 

be performed. 

18. Crossover. Move 100 bytes binary data from parent x to parent y with a specified transfer 

location that will overwrite the original 100 bytes in parent y and those are the new offspring 

in HPC mode. 

19. Save the new offspring to the database. 

20. If the crossover process is finished then we can go to the next process and if not the process 
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will be repeated to process number 18. 

21. Retrieve all the processed data. 

22. Measure the amount of the processed data then compared to the amount of the multiplication 

result of parent “X” and parent “Y”. If it equals, go to the next process, and if it does not wait 

until the process is finished. 

The fourth macro process is mutation. This is a mutate process of several bytes of binary data from 

the crossover to obtain new offspring. 

23. Retrieve all offspring from the crossover process to be mutated. 

24. Measure the number of candidates that will be mutated. 

25. Mutate all the candidates by exchanging the byte from binary data to obtain the new offspring 

in HPC mode. 

26. Save all new offspring data to the database server. 

27. If the mutation process is finished then we can go to the next process and if it does not, the 

process will be repeated to process number 25. 

28. Retrieve all the mutated data. 

29. Ensure that the mutation process is finished then measure the number of processed data and 

compared it to the number of candidates. If it equals, then the process is accomplished and if 

it does not, wait until the process is finished.  

30. Finish the threading process in the background. 

Figure 4 below is the flowchart of the HPMCA2 model. 
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Figure 4. HPCMA2 model flowchart 
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4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

Both models, HPCMA1 and HPCMA2 are used to process synthetic fingerprint image data of 

FVC2006. This algorithm runs on a computer system with (R) Core(TM) i7-6600U CPU 

@ 2.6GHz and 16BG of memory. The algorithm utilizes the multi-thread feature of the 

processor. The first experiment is using the HPCMA1 model and the result is shown in 

Figure 1.  

According to Figure 1, the result shows that micro-processes can be parallelized using a multi-

thread feature of the processor, as well as macro-process. Ideally, macro-processes run in the 

sequence where each process runs after the previous process is finished, but it does not run in the 

HPCMA1 model so there are overlaps in each process, as shown in Figure 1, the second macro-

process, elitism, runs before the first macro-process is complete. It causes data integrity to be 

unmaintained well and cause inconsistencies in the number of data.  

To address the limitation of the HPCMA1 model, we apply the HPCMA2 model for the second 

experiment. The illustration of the result can be seen in Figure 3. All the macro-process in the 

HPCMA2 model run in sequence, the second macro-process, elitism, runs after the previous 

process is complete, as well as the third and the fourth macro-process. 

To maintain the data integrity, as seen in Figure 3, at the end of the completion process, we check 

the number of the processed data (X) and compare to the number of the entire data (Y), if the 

number is equal, the process will be continued. HPCMA2 model outperforms the HPCMA1 model, 

more efficient in runtime and data because there are no overlaps in every macro-process. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we proposed the two new models of the memetic algorithm that run in a high-

performance computing system (HPCMA) environment by utilizing the multi-threads feature of 

processor, so-called HPCMA1 and HPCMA2, to process fingerprints image dataset. The result 

shows that HPCMA1 runs with high inconsistency data caused by its overlaps in the macro-process 

and to address the problem from HPCMA1 we use the HPCMA2 model. Then we check the 
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number of the processed data (X) and compared it to the number of the entire dataset (Y) and 

ensure that the amount is equal before we continue to the next processes. 
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